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Section-A
1. Answer following questions:-

(a) IfA is a fuzzy set givetr by

1x10=10

f(x) =
1-, when x :! 20

ff, when zo<x<35
O, when x >2O

Then for d el0,ll,q+ A
(b) If for.r,yeRand.le [0,1],/ is a fuzzy set such thatl(r) =.5and,4(y) =.7,then

thevalueof A(lx + (1 - i)/) is- - - - - - -
(c) If .4 is a fuzzy set ot x = 11,3,5,7,9j given by .A(1) = 0. 1, l(3) = 0. 5,

,a(5) = g.3, A(7) =n.7 urrg a1t) = 0.9, then the standard complement Z of
fuzzy set-A is- - - - - - -

(d) lf , = [0, 1] x [0, 1] -+ [0, 1] is a t-norm, then the algebraic product

,(0.5,0.4)
(e) Ift = [0,1] x [0,1] -+ [0,1] is a t-co.trorm then the bounded sum

u(0.5,0.5)
(f) Ite is a fuzzy number defined by

0,
(x+1)

2
(3-r)

fot x<-l andx>3
, for-7<x<7
, forl<x<3

l@)=

Then 0.5,a
(g) For any two fuzzy numbers .4 and B define MIN(A, B) and MAX(A, B).

(h) If R(X, y) is a fuzzy relatiotr, thetr domR(x) = for allx E X

0 Define sup-I compositiotr of two fuzzy relatiors P(x, f) andQ(y,4.

0) Deline INF-wt compositions of fuzzy relations.

2. Answer all questions! 2x5=10

(a) rr,r =f,+f+T*T*T isafuzzyseton x = {2,3,4,5,6}, then find value

of 
^ 

(,4X
(b) State third decomposition theorem.
(c) Deline drastic intersection.
(d) Define a fuzry number.
(e) Deline compatibility relatiotr.

Answer any five of th" rouo.rirrg q**# 
12\5=60

3. Let A,B befvzy sets defined on a universal set X. Prove that ll4 | + lAl =lAvBl+lAnBl
where n,U are stand.rd fuzzy intersection and union respectively.



4. Let / and I be fuzzy sets delined otr the universal set X = Z whose membership

functions are given by

,rtr) =$+i+f +f, anrr 8(r) =f +i+f +f
Let ftx x X ) X be defitred by f(xL, xz) = xL + xz
For all .r1,x2 EX. Calculate /(,4,8).

5. Let / be a decreasing generator. Then prove lhat a function g delined
Ay g(a) = f(O) - f(a) for any c e [0, 1] is an increasing generator wittr g(1) = /(0),
anJits pseudo-inverse g(-1) given by ge1)@) = f(-r) C(0) -a) foranyoeR.

6. Let *e {+, -, ., /} and let ,4,8 denote continuous fuzzy numbers. Then prove that the

fvzy set A"B defitred by (.4 * B)(z) = sup minlA(x),8(y)l for all z€R' z=x'y
7. Exptain fuzzy morphisms with suitable example.
8. Explain problem partitioning with suitable example.

9. Prove that F = (O t n-') is the greatest approximate solution of P toa 
= R.

10. For any fuzzy relation Ronxz, prove that fuzzy relation R114 = Uf=1R(") isthe
i-transitive closure of R.


